
 

Missing sharks found through DNA in water
samples
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As sharks disappear from key locations, scientists are using
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environmental DNA to find a small number that may actually be hanging
on.

Years of visual surveys have left scientists worried that some species
completely disappeared from areas where they were once abundant. An
international team of researchers has used a revolutionary technology to
retrieve fragments of DNA from shark skin, excretions and blood in the
water to determine that somewhere in the area, these missing sharks still
reside.

The team detected the presence of more shark species in just 22 samples
of seawater filtered for DNA fragments than observed during 3,000
dives and 400 baited videos in New Caledonia, a French South Pacific
territory. The results were consistent in remote areas along pristine coral
reefs and near more impacted areas where sharks are scarce.

"We have all been surprised by these results," said FIU marine scientist
Jeremy Kiszka, a co-author of the study. "It's exciting to know how
useful this tool is, particularly to monitor the presence of rarer and more
elusive species, which potentially includes endangered species. We really
hope to expand our efforts to identify critical habitats for endangered
marine species using this technique."

The study reveals environmental DNA analysis has great potential to
assist future conservation studies by improving species detection. Nearly
half of all species of sharks, rays and chimeras are data-deficient in the
International Union for Conservation of Nature's Red List of Threatened
Species, a comprehensive source of global conservation status of plants
and animals. That means more information is needed from scientists to
determine a protection status for these rare and elusive species.

The researchers from France, the United Kingdom and Australia, as well
as FIU, believe by acquiring just a small number of additional samples,
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they will be able to reveal which shark species are really missing in the
region and which ones have a chance to rebuild their populations and
thrive again.

Their findings were published in Science Advances.

  More information: Germain Boussarie et al. Environmental DNA
illuminates the dark diversity of sharks, Science Advances (2018). DOI:
10.1126/sciadv.aap9661
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